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Comment

Don Harding

W N his article ‘Public Policy and National Saving’, Vince FitzGerald outlines the 
I theoretical and empirical foundations of his case for a national saving policy. In 

.A^diis comment, I wish to take issue with him on three points: die second-best 
nature of his policy prescriptions; die links between saving, investment and growdi; 
and die effects of compulsory saving policies.

Second-best Savings Policies

As FitzGerald acknowledges, savings policies are inherendy second-best. Since 
even die best-designed taxes and welfare programs may distort saving decisions, 
diere may be a case for modest saving policies designed to increase voluntary saving. 
Yet FitzGerald argues for major interventions in saving decisions: in pardcular, he 
seeks to make a case for compulsion. To establish diis case, he argues convincingly 
diat government has failed to shift from income taxadon to consumption or expen
diture taxation, to insdtudonalise fiscal responsibility, and to reform die welfare sys
tem in a way diat removes or minimises its anti-saving bias.

Such policy failures are all too apparent in Australia. But second-best argu
ments assume diat diese failures will continue. Is diis not too pessimistic? Witness 
die profound change in border protecdon policies over die past 30 years —  an area 
that has also had its share of proposals for second-best policies.

Second-best policies typically require more information to design and imple
ment dian do lirst-best policies. Why should we assume diat a government diat has 
failed in die areas mendoned above will succeed in die more difficult task of deliver
ing second-best saving policies? Moreover, die dieory of the second best is Hawed 
in diat it Peats constraints as exogenous. But public choice dieory suggests that 
such constraints are often endogenous, arising from die rent-seeking pressures diat 
lie at die intersection of economics and polidcs. If diis is die case, die polidcal and 
economic forces diat make first-best policies difficult will operate to limit die effec- 
dveness of savings policy. Witness die role of unions in shaping die superannuadon 
component of savings policy.

Saving, Investment and Growth: Where Is the Causation?

Alter reviewing die literature on die high correladon observed between saving and 
investment across a number of countries, FitzGerald concludes diat ‘we can be
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confident, on the evidence, that policies which do succeed in lifting national saving 
will also lift national investment (and as weil reduce the external deficit), leading to 
higher growth on a sustainable basis’ (p.10). But there are two problems with this 
conclusion. First, it is not clear that the evidence of a causal link between saving 
and investment is as strong as FitzGerald suggests: see, lor example, Carnahan and 
Camilleri (1995), Carroll and Weil (1993), Taylor (1995), and Roubini (1988). 
Moreover, die World Bank (1993:244-5) has found diat in die dynamic Asian 
economies growdi causes saving but saving does not cause growdi.

Second, and more important, FitzGerald uses no dieory to guide us on die 
crucial issue of causation. However, die Swan (1956) and Solow (1956) neoclassical 
growdi model provides an interpretadon of die Feldstein-Horioka (1980) puzzle. 
Consider a group of closed economies diat have die same technology and pref er
ences and differ only in die level of die proportional tax rate on output. Barro et al. 
(1995:106-7) draw out die implicadons for die saving-investment correladons:

If economies differ only in tax rates, dien die steady state real interest rates 
are die same for all countries. Economies widi low steady states capital in- 
tensides have high marginal products of capital, but diey also have high tax 
rates. The exact offset of diese two effects implies diat die after-tax mar
ginal products of capital and, dierefore, die real interest rates are independ
ent of die capital intensifies. If we opened up international capital markets, 
dien capital would not flow across countries because die after-tax returns 
are already equalised. Thus, domestic investment and national saving rates 
would be perfecdy correlated in a cross section of countries even widi full 
capital mobility.

Of course, tax rates are progressive radier dian proportional, and countries dif
fer in more dian dieir tax rates. This means diat steady-state real interest rates differ 
across countries prior to liberalisation of capital flows, diereby creating gains to lib
eralisation; and after liberalisation there is an increased flow, diough not a deluge, of 
capital across countries. As such, die observed correlation between saving and in
vestment will be strong but not perfect; and it will weaken but not disappear widi 
successive liberalisations. Taylor (1995) provides evidence diat suggests diat diis 
prediction accords widi die facts.

Thus, in contrast to FitzGerald’s conclusion, diis interpretation suggests diat 
diere is no dieoretical reason to expect diat an increase in die saving ratio, achieved 
dirough compulsion, would necessarily lead to an increase in domestic investment.

Compulsory Saving and Wealth Accumulation

The presence of liquidity constraints is necessary if compulsory saving is to influ
ence aggregate saving. In die absence of such constraints, individuals would simply 
change dieir borrowing or liquidate assets in such as way as to undo die effects of 
compulsion.
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Compulsory saving programs operate by tightening liquidity constraints. How 
does tliis alter behaviour? To date, attention has focused on die incentives to ac
cumulate physical and financial assets. Here it is clear that so long as diese savings 
instruments are imperfect substitutes —  and it is reasonable to assume diat diey are 
—  compulsion in one form of saving will increase aggregate saving. Tightening li
quidity constraints increases die extent to which people prefer receiving payment 
today to payment in die future. This means diat, under compulsory saving policies, 
careers widi a high inidal wage hut poor long-term prospects will be preferred to 
careers in which die initial wage is low hut prospects are good. In short, compul
sory saving programs encourage people to choose careers widi a slower rate ol hu
man capital accumulation.

How significant would diis effect he? Roughly two-diirds of wages, salaries and 
supplements, or more dian one-diird of GDP, comprises a return to human capital. 
It follows dial compulsory saving would need to have only a small elfect on human 
capital accumulation to reduce GDP by an amount diat is large reladve to die al
leged gains from a compulsory saving policy. Suppose compulsory saving causes, 
over die long run, a reducdon in die stock of human capital of 1 per cent. That 
would imply a reducdon in GDP of a litde more dian 0.33 per cent. To put diis in 
perspective: Corcoran et al. (1995) find diat by 2003-04 die Superannuation Guar
antee Charge (SCG) will have raised GDP by 0.7 per cent. But diey neglect die ad
verse elfect of die SGC on human capital accumulation. Clearly, die magnitudes 
are such diat any positive effect of compulsory saving on GDP could easily he re
versed by adverse human capital effects. The net elfect of die SCG could even he 
to reduce total wealdi.

Compulsory Saving and the Natural Rate of Unemployment

For individuals suffering from liquidity constraints, compulsory saving acts like a tax 
on labour income that is repaid when they retire. This tax increases die wedge be
tween the wage paid by die firm and the wage received by die worker. Since un
employment benefits are typically exempt from compulsory saving, such schemes 
reduce die gap between after-tax wages and unemployment benefits.

In die short run, such an increase in die wedge would result in a temporary 
outward shift in die Phillips curve and thus some temporary combination of higher 
inflation and higher unemployment. According to Layard et al. (1991), such wedge 
effects are typically only temporary in Phillips-curve models and do not result in a 
permanent rise in die natural rate of unemployment. But in efliciency-wage mod
els, such as diat presented by Shapiro and Stiglitz (1984), die increased wedge be
tween production and consumption wages results in a permanent increase in die 
natural rate of unemployment and dius a permanent increase in unemployment. If 
die latter model is sound, it raises a serious objection to compulsory saving policies.
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The Size of the Offset

Compulsory saving policies postpone the returns to illiquid assets. This raises the 
issue of the extent to which individuals will be able to counteract tliis through, lor 
example, greater resort to borrowing and increasing die duration of housing loans.

FitzGerald and die Treasury group to which he refers (Tulip & Stott, 1994) 
measure die savings offset using econometric work based on American data or on 
Australian data generated before die introduction of compulsory savings mecha
nisms. Neidier set of empirical work helps us to understand how die Australian 
financial system will respond to increased compulsory saving. We need to know 
how, and how quickly, die financial system will evolve in response to increased 
compulsion widi regard to saving. Until we have such information, it must remain 
doubtful whedier the benefits from compulsory saving policies exceed die costs.
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